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Link from my friend Darrell...                     

                                                                                                                                             Israeli
Pensioners Minister Rafi Eitan, has predicted that the Gaza  Strip                        will eventually
require the presence of a foreign peacekeeping                        force , if the Palestinian
Authority is unable to stop the violence.                        Israel has arrested and will indict over 30
PA ministers for complicity in                        terrorism, as dozens of rockets continue to rain
down on Sderot. Two people                        were killed by Kassam rockets in the town within the
last few weeks. Eitan                        stated that the situation may get so bad that the UN or
some similar                        organization may eventually press for a foreign presence in Gaza,
as                        happened after the 
Second Lebanese War
last year.

                      

Quote: &quot;European Union foreign policy chief Javier Solana                        said last week
after talks with Israeli and Palestinian officials that a                        peacekeeping force was
&quot;one of many suggestions&quot; that the EU would                        be &quot;open to
consider&quot; if proposed by the parties. But Solana said                        Egyptian officials had
made clear to him that &quot;they don't see the need                        for that&quot;. The
Palestinian government has said peacekeepers were not                        yet on its agenda.
Western diplomats say they doubt enough European                        countries would come
forward for a peacekeeping force in Gaza, especially if                        Israel insisted on a
sweeping mandate that required the foreign troops to                        disarm or arrest Palestinian
militants. The diplomats said, however,                        countries in the region like Jordan, Egypt
and Turkey could be candidates.

                       

The reason why the Palestinians will not agree to a foreign peacekeeping                        force is
because Israel is on the retreat. Palestinian terrorist                        organizations believe the
disengagement from Gaza was the first step on the                        road to the ultimate
destruction of the &quot;Zionist regime&quot;. A                        foreign peacekeeping force
could put an end to their escapades. Egypt is                        happy as long as Hamas aren't
threatening them. And Israeli leaders have                        stated in the past that they prefer not
to get dragged into the Gaza                        &quot;swamp&quot;. The Bible tells us that the
Antichrist's forces (European                        Union) will eventually mount a full-scale invasion of
the Middle East, with                        the goal of stabilizing the region. After the US invasion of
Iraq and                        Afghanistan, there is little will to get involved militarily in the Middle         
              East conflict. But I believe after a possible regional war involving Iran,                       
Russia and many other Arab nations, the EU will decide that sitting on the                       
sidelines may be more dangerous than taking action. Ezekiel chapters 38-39                       
mention no other nations siding with Israel in this battle. Only Saudi                        Arabia
(Sheba and Dedan) questions the intent of the aggressors, but makes                        no move to
defend Israel. This makes me think that this war may come before                        the Antichrist's
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invasion of the Middle East (Daniel 11). Whether or not it                        comes before the peace
agreement of Daniel 9:27, I'm not sure. 

                       

Source Reuters                                     
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